Appendix 2

Payment Instruction for Foreign Participants

Dear participants:

- for foreign participants we accept payments in USD or EUR.

**IMPORTANT!**

- Conference payments should be processed via standard bank transfer procedure.
- *Due to changes in Ukrainian banking law, we are able to accept foreign bank transfer payments just in case your institution will sign following extra documents:*
  1. Agreement between your Institution and our the person in charge (Dr. Oleh Matviykiv).
  2. Invoice from our side for conditioned sum of money
  3. Confirmation of Balance (or Deed) for dedicated sum, signed by both parties.

You may also pay Organization fee directly at the Conference, during official registration procedure.

In order to have fast information about your payment, please contact via e-mail: Dr. Oleh Matviykiv matviykiv@gmail.com

We will appreciate, if you send us the following information by aict.nulp@gmail.com to:
Name (First and Last), Institution, Day of payment, Sum of money.

**Extra Notes!**

- In case you have any question, please, do not hesitate to contact Dr. Oleh Matviykiv (<matviykiv@gmail.com> or call +38 063 340 77 24), who is responsible for financial operations.
- For payments outside Ukraine bank details include two accounts – “Konto” and “Nostro: foreign payments goes to Ukraine via Correspondent bank (Nostro). Such intermediary banks are:
  1) KBC BANK N.V. in Brussels (Belgium)
  2) BANK OF NEW YORK in New York, (USA)
- That means:
  1) your payments should be transferred to Correspondent Bank on appropriate account: (EUR: 480-9589677-71) or (USD: 890-0057-211) – see details below
  2) in line “Recipient” write: P.E. Oleh Matviykiv acc. 260010125556 in JSC CB “Kredobank”, and
  3) in line “Purpose” please add: "AICT Registration fee for <Your Name>"
- We hope, your bank officer will be familiar with this mechanism and you will not have any troubles with conference payments.

Thank you very much for your understanding and help.
Bank accounts for Conference payments:

**For EUR payments:**

**Konto:**

- **Beneficiary name:** Private entrepreneur Oleh Matviykiv
- **Beneficiary address:** Troleybusna Str. 2/43, Lviv, Ukraine UA-79053
- **Beneficiary account:** 260010125556
- **Beneficiary bank:** JSC CB “Kredobank”
  - **Beneficiary address:** Sakharova Str. 80a, Lviv, 79026 Ukraine
  - **SWIFT:** WUCBUA2X

**Nostro:**

- **Correspondent bank (Intermediary):**
  - **KBC BANK N.V.**
  - **Address:** BCE-8170 Havenlaan 12, B-1080 Brussel, Belgium
  - **SWIFT:** KREDBEBB

**Correspondent bank account (EUR):** 480-9589677-71

**For USD payments:**

**Konto:**

- **Beneficiary name:** Private entrepreneur Oleh Matviykiv
- **Beneficiary address:** Troleybusna Str. 2/43, Lviv, Ukraine UA-79053
- **Beneficiary account:** 260010125556
- **Beneficiary bank:** JSC CB “Kredobank”
  - **Beneficiary address:** Sakharova Str. 80a, Lviv, 79026 Ukraine
  - **SWIFT:** WUCBUA2X

**Nostro:**

- **Correspondent bank (Intermediary):**
  - **BANK OF NEW YORK MELLON**
  - **Address:** One Wall Street, New York, N.Y. 10015 USA
  - **SWIFT:** IRVTUS3N

**Correspondent bank account (USD):** 890-0057-211